Topic segmentation, i.e. the combined task of document segmentation and topic identification, is an interesting issue both from a theoretical point of view as well as for practical applications. Previous studies have mainly focussed on applications exposing rather weak correlations regarding the topic order (e.g. Broadcast News). In this work, we concentrate on documents following a typical structure regarding the sequence and organization of the individual sections. We propose an algorithm allowing to explicitly add such structures as additional knowledge sources by modeling the document structure on the level of complete sections. Specifically, we address the issues of explicit section length modeling and modeling of typical section start phrases.
INTRODUCTION
Topic segmentation -the combined task of document segmentation and topic identification -is theoretically challenging and has a number of practical applications. For example, it helps to improve the readibility of long text documents, allows to partition them into smaller units for further processing, allows to identify related information in a pool of documents, allows a quick access to specific information in a document etc. In this work, we focus on the case of topic segmentation for documents following a typical structure regarding the sequence and organization of the individual sections. In particular, we assume significant correlations in the order of the observed topic sequences, in the section lengths belonging to the same topic, and in typical section start or end phrases. Moreover, we assume a given, restricted set of topic labels (each of which may correspond to a multitude of typcial section start phrases). Examples of such documents are medical reports, scientific articles, meeting protocols, legal documents etc. We propose an algorithm allowing to explicitly exploit these typical document structures as additional knowledge sources, by applying a generative approach using Markov models on the level of complete sections. We aim at an optimal combination of the additional knowledge sources for significant performance improvements compared to stateof-the-art algorithms both for manually and automatically transcribed texts. Detailed evaluation results are presented on a medical report database, significantly outperforming a simulated state-of-the-art algorithm and a simple cue phrase matching approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews previous work on topic segmentation. Section 3 highlights the main differences of our approach compared to previous algorithms. In Section 4, we give the theoretical formulation of our algorithm. Our database is described in section 5 , and the error measures used are introduced in section 6. Section I describes our basic system configuration. We evaluate the explicit modeling of section lengths in section 8 and report further refinements in word emission modeling in section 9. In section 10, we present evaluation results and performance comparisons on automatically transcribed texts. Finally, our main findings and future directions of work are summarized in section 11.
PREVIOUS WORK
Text segmentation methods were previously mostly applied to the domain of Broadcast News (topic detection and tracking, TDT) [l] where news stories appear in almost arbitrary order. Two tasks have to be distinguished:
The first task is the mere segmentation, i.e. the detection of story boundaries without providing meaningful labels Here, the segmentation is implicitly determined from locally changing labels. Again, Maximum Entropy techniques can be applied to model the posterior probability of the topic label sequence given the observed words.
Alternatively, [5] proposed a straightforward generative approach for the tagging scheme which is based on Markov models and classical language modeling. Here, the joint probability of the tag sequence (on sentence level) and of the observed text is optimized. This joint distribution is decomposed into the prior probability for the tag sequence and the conditional probability for the observed words given that structure. The prior probabilities are modeled with Markov chains: The given topics are viewed as Markov states. The topic sequence is modeled by transition probabilities between subsequent Markov states.
(In [SI these probabilities are pooled into one global topicswitch and one topic-loop probability.) The conditional probability for the observed words is modelled by topicspecific (unigram) language models associated with the Markov states. Although this approach allows an efficient training of the involved statistical models, it has some drawbacks: Applying transition probabilities on the sentence level results in an implicit section length distribution from the accumulated topic-loop probabilities. Unfortunately, the resulting monotonous, exponentially decaying length distribution is contrary to the experimental observation that very short sectionsme unlikely. Second, since section boundaries are only implicitly given by changing tags, the typical evolution of a text within a section cannot be modelled without an extension of the algorithm. Finally, longer-ranging document structures on the level of complete sectionr cannot be captured by any sentence-by-sentence tagging approach.
In this work we propose an algorithm that extends the generative, Markov model based approach towards a joint optimization of the topic sequence on section level and of
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the section boundaries. This allows to exploit additional knowledge sources, e.g. explicit length modeling and characteristic phrases near the section boundaries.
Conceptually, we abandon the sentence-by-sentence tagging paradigm. Instead, we view the wanted sections as basic units. These sections are now specified not only by their topic but also by their size and location in the document. This allows us to model the document shucture, i.e. the topic sequences, on the level ofcomplete sections, optionally including longer ranging dependencies such as topic trigrams or position dependencies of topics. Furthermore, since the start and end position of each section is explicitly known, we may employ more realistic length models, thus replacing the inadequate implicit distributions used in [ 5 ] . The introduction of explicit length models will be shown to be a key advantage of the proposed method. (This comes at the cost of a more complex dynamic programming since we now perform a fwo-dimensional simultaneous optimization over the section boundaries and over the topic sequence in the text.) Finally,'we may use more sophisticated emission models to capture crucial features of text evolution within each section. This is useful, if formulations in the beginning of a section usually differ from those used in the section "body", or near its end.
THEORY
Our task is to find an optimal segmentation of the given word stream w r := w l , ..., WN into K sections ( K is to be optimized) which are labeled by the topics tf := t l , .... Using Bayes rule and dropping the constant prior probability for U J~ we arrive at the generative approach where we optimize over the product of the prior probability for the text structure and the conditional probability for the observed words given that structure:
The fmt term is decomposed into P r ( t r , K ) Pr(nr1tr). Instead of explicitly modeling the distribution P r ( K ) , we append a fictitious document end topic t K f 1 = tend in analogy to the sentence end symbol used in language
r ( t r t ' ) is approximated by a product of topic transition probabilities ~( t k l t k -~) .~
The probability P r ( n f 1 t f ) of the section end positions is InK is always = N whence we optimize over nr-'.
2Modeling Pr(tff') mulu in an implicit Kdisuibution. )More sophisticated models may include a dependency on the absolute section position k or longer-ranging topic M-g~'ams.
decomposed into a product of topic-dependent probabilities conditional probability of the observed words is provided by topic-specific language models p(tunltk). They may be extended top(Wnltk, n -nk-1) to include adependency on the position of each word within ik section.
By introducing the modeling assumptions into Eq. (2), we get the following optimization criterion:
This problem can be solved using dynamic programming in which we perform a two-dimensional simultaneous optimization over the section boundaries and over the topics.
Note that our formal approach allows to differentiate between two consecutive sentences and two consecutive sections with the same topic. We have the freedom to allow or explicitly forbid a transition from some topic to itself. This may be controlled by p(tkltk-1). Such a distinction is not possible in the sentence tagging approach of [ 5 ] .
Topic segmentation with this algorithm can be performed either on the word level or on the sentence level. In the second case, the allowed section end positions nk are restricted to a set of pre-defined sentence end positions (e.g. exploiting punctuation). This reduces the computational complexity and makes the segmentation more robust.
DATABASE
We present experimental results on a medical report database. The training corpus consists of manual transcripts of 4075 dictated reports, with sections manually introduced by special formatting and inserted topic names. In order to reduce the variability in topic name formulations (e.g. singular versus plural formulations), we manually clustered the list of observed topic names with regard to similar names to anive at a set of T = 51 different meaningful, coherent topic labels (e.g. "medications" or "treatment"). The average number of sections in a report was 6, and the average section length was 65 words. An analysis of the data showed that about 85% of the sections were started with an indicative cue phrase (related to the topic label and the section content, e.g. "next is medications"). However, there was a wide variety in the formulations of these start phrases (see also section 10.1).
Two data sets with slightly different characteristics were used for testing: Test set A consists of 186 reports (with an average of 400 words and 8 sections per report), test set B of 67 reports (on average 460 words and 8 sections per report).
ERROR MEASURES
In order to measure the performance of the implemented algorithm, three different error metrics were used, The Co-Occurrence Agreement Probability PD is capable of assessing the placement of section boundaries independent of the assigned topic labels. This quantity is also used as an evaluation criterion in the TDT task and is described in detail in [2] . Here, for any two words drawn randomly from the text up, PD is defined as the probability to correctly identify them as either belonging to the same section, or to different sections. PO favors exact boundary matches, but also takes fairly close matches into account.
In practical applications, only word pairs (tu,, tuj) inside a window of fixed length are considered. Following [2] and [5] we set the window length to half the average reference section length. In tables 1 and 2 we give the "co-occurence agreement error rate COAER', defined as 1 -PD.
The Word Labeling Error Rate (WLER) is defined by a word-by-word comparison of the automatically assigned topic and the reference topic. One error is counted for each incorrectly labeled word, and the errors are divided by the text length N . This simple metric assesses both segmentation and labeling decisions.
Finally, we used an emor metric that judges the correctness of the hypothesized sequence of topics: the Topic Levenshtein Error R a e (TLER). For every report, the reference and automatic segmentation each yield a topic sequence. TLER is defined as the Levenshtein editing distance between the two topic sequences, divided by the number of sections in the reference segmentation. This error metric allowed for interpretation of topic detection errors in terms of insertions, deletions, and substitutions.
The three error rates provided the basis for a versatile. evaluation of our algorithm.
I. BASIC SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The topic transition probabilities p(t1t') were trained on the level of complete sections. Each report in the training corpus was converted to its topic sequence (out of 51 topic labels).
The additional fictitious topic tend was added to represent the beginning and the end of each report? The perplexity of the topic sequence of the training corpus with respect to a topic transition bigram was 6.5.
The available training data was insufficient to train sectionlengthprobabilitiesp(An1t) for each topic t. Wethus grouped all topics into several length classes and estimated pooled section length models p(Anlc(t)) from aggregated histograms for each length class c ( t ) .
In the basic configuration of our system, we used topicspecific word unigram probabilities p(w1t) independent of the word's section internal position. First evaluation experiments showed that the algorithm performs significantly better on the sentence level than on the word level. The error rates for the basic configuration of the system (sentence-level segmentation) are given in Table 1 
Topic Start/Continue Models
We extended the word emission modeling by training separate topic start and topic continue unigrams to account for the fact that some words (e.g. from indicative cue phrases) are more likely to begin a section, while others usually represent the internal content of a section. The topic start models ps(wnit) were estimated on the first B words of each section, and the topic continue models pc(wnlt) on the remainder of the sections. Correspondingly. our dynamic programming algorithm predicted the first B words in each assumed section by a start model and the rest of the section by a continue model:
Experimentally, the optimal 9 was found to be 5. Significant improvements were observed for this modeling approach: Most of the start phrases were now used by the algorithm to predict a correct topic transition.
In a refined version, we used a statistical modeling of B by introducing a mixture model for the emission of the first words per section. Here, we allow a switch from the start to the continue state at any position B E [0, Bmax].6 Assuming that every length B of a start phrase is equally probable, we used uniform prior probabilities for all (Omax i-1)
paths. This resulted in further significant performance improvements, especially regarding the number of topic deletion and substitution errors. Especially in cases when either no dictated cue phrases were present in the beginning of a section or these cue phases were short, the misleading influence of the topic start model was strongly reduced.
Thus, we arrived at a flexible modeling approach effectively utilizing indicative section start phrases, if present. 
Smoothing of Topic Continue Models
In spite ofusing mostoftheindicativecuephrasesforplacing correct section boundaries and topic labels, we still observed too many topic insertions significantly exceeding the number of deletions and substitutions. A manual inspection revealed that many lenghty sections are still "broken up" into several shorter topic segments. This "aggressive" segmentation behavior may be -explained by the following reasoning: In our database, we observed some more general topics which are discussed in long sections, as well as highly specific topics which are typically discussed in short sections involving a highly specific vocabulary. However, some of these "highly specific" words (e.g. "medication") might also appear within a longer section belonging to a more general topic (e.g. "family history") and employing a more general, less restricted vocabulary. Due to this situation, the probability of a word given a more general topic is much lower than its probability given a highly specific topic, even if the absolute frequency of the word is more or less equal in both topics. For such words, the bias againsr longer and more general topics is accumulated in the product of emission probabilities as in (3). This results in favoring many short topics by the automatic segmentation algorithm.
To overcome this problem, we tested various smoothing techniques to reduce the specificity (the discriminative dependency on the topic) of the emission models. In our system, it makes sense to strongly smooth only the topic continue models because the topic start models were introduced especially for "boosting" the influence of topicspecific start phrases.
Two straightforward smoothing techniques for p,(wlt) are (1) heavy absolute discounting and interpolation with the topic-independent language model p ( w ) or (2) the linear interpolation of p.(wit) with p(w). Both methods reduced the topic insertion errors, but at the expense of significant increases in the deletion and/or substitution errors.
Another approach is to "scale" the product of topic continue probabilities with an exponent a < 1 in order to reduce the accumulated bias towards too strong topic discrimination. With such a scaling, the information about the text structure (typical topic sequences, section length) gets more impact and the influence of the observed words is reduced. We have to keep in mind, however, that in certain segmentation hypotheses the scaled topic continue probabilities compete with the unscaled -and thus typically lower -topic start probabilities for the same words. This introduces a bias against the paths using the start models which again results in higher topic deletion error rates.
To eliminate the bias, we propose the log-linear interpolation of each topic-specific continue model with the topic-independent unigram:
reduced as with the simple scaling, but the bias against starting new sections is eliminated since pfoGLrN(wlt) is of the same order as p,(w,lt) due to the interpolation with p ( w ) taken to the power of (1 -a). We thereby achieved a good balance between topic insertions and deletions.
The topic segmentation performance of our system in its final configuration is presented in Table 1 
PERFORMANCE ON AUTOMATICALLY TRANSCRIBED TEXTS
An important issue for a topic segmentation algorithm is its performance on automatically transcribed texts. 
Cue phrase matching approach
For comparison, we evaluated a simple cue phrase matching approach merely looking for typical section start phrases. Here, we search for longest phrase matches after sentence separator symbols using a list of indicative section start phrases extracted from the training data (each with a minimum frequency of 5). For our data, this list contained 291 phrases, with an average of 5.7 different phrases per topic. Note that this method is only able to detect sections starting with an indicative cue phrase from this list. Furthermore, this method can produce "false alarms", if a phrase from the list (e.g. "medication") appears in running text without indicating the start of a new section.
With this approach, the discrimination between topics is 'AS before, all models were Uained on the m a n u a l transcriptions. transcriptions. This is due to the inability'of the cue phrase matching method to detect sections with no indicative start phrase (accounting for more than 15% of all sections) and to learn the great variety of stw phrase formulations.
As we go to the ASR transcriptions, the phrase matching method shows a considerable degradation since many indicative start phrases were not recognized properly and thus could not be found by a 'simple string matching. Therefore, the number of topic deletions increased dramatically. Under these considerations, the application of a cue phrase matching method does not seem appropriate even if the majority of the sections start with an indicative cue phrase.
Contrary to this severe degradation, the section-level
Markov model showed only a moderate deterioration. This is remarkable since the ASR error'rate was quite high.
These findings support the expectation that the utilization of several knowledge sources (in particular, of the whole section content) renders our topic segmentation algorithm quite robust against recognition errors.
For both the manual and automatic transcriptions, the simulated sentence-by-sentence tagging method performed worst on our database, since it does neither utilize indicative start phrases nor explicit section lengths.
Similar findings were drawn from results on test set A.
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CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a novel topic segmentation algorithm operating on the level of complete sections which are characterized by their topic label and their size and location within a document. This approach allows to exploit statistical information about typical topic sequences, section lengths and typical words or text phrases at any position within a section. These knowledge sources are effectively integrated in a generative approach ("section-level Markov model") and an optimal segmentation is achieved by a (two-dimensional) simultaneous optimization over the section boundaries and the topic sequence in the text. On a database consisting of dictated reports, we obtained strong performance improvements compared to state-of-the-art algorithms both on manually and automatically transcribed texts. We showed that this is due to the flexibility of our algorithm to effectively use the additional knowledge sources related to section lengths and typical section start phrases. Moreover, our algorithm was found to be robust against recognition errors, due to the utilization of section content and typical start formulations which are modeled in a flexible way.
Our results strongly motivate to exploit all available statistical information on typical text structures for significant performance improvements in topic segmentation and text processing tasks, integrated in aprofound theoretical framework.
We are currently working on extensions of our algorithm, e.g. including the dependency of a topic on its absolute position k into the topic prediction probabilities p(tlrltk-lr k) and using a topic mgratnp(t[t',t").
